TO: All Offerors

FROM: Carmen Herrera
IT Procurement Officer

SUBJECT: Addendum to Request for Proposal: #DTI14620-DRKFBLEASE

_Addendum #2 Questions & Answers_

1. Section D.3.a, Paragraph 1, Page 12, Text of passage being asked: “The term of the contract between the successful bidder and the State shall be for ten (10) years with two (2) optional extensions for a period of five (5) years for each extension.” **Question:** For services listed in Appendix D, is the Original Term ten (10) years with two (2) optional extensions for a period of five (5) years for each? The MS Excel pricing exhibit attached under http://bids.delaware.gov calls out for both 5 year and 10 year pricing to be provided.
   a. As stated in D.3.a., the term of the contract shall be for ten (10) years with two (2) optional extensions for a period of five (5) years for each extension.

2. Section Appendix C, Description of Services and Qualifications, Page 45, Text of passage being asked: “The primary sites serving as potential hub sites include the following; Secondary Hub Sites and final service locations by County” **Question:** Will interested vendors participating in this RFP, be allowed site surveys to these locations prior to the deadline for receipt of proposals?
   a. No

3. Section Appendix C, Locations of Work, Page 47, Text of passage being asked: “Locations of Work” **Question:** Will interested vendors participating in this RFP, be allowed site surveys to these six (6) locations prior to the deadline for receipt of proposals?
   a. No

4. Section Appendix C, Background, Page # 42, Text of passage being asked: “The State utilizes a combination of State fiber, leased fiber and copper based services and leased
dark fiber. Expanding the State’s use of dark fiber is needed to meet the State’s network connectivity needs and to allow the State to serve as a primary customer for the purposes of expanding and diversifying connectivity options for businesses and residences across the State. **Question:** Can interested vendors participating in this RFP receive a high level logical of the current fiber running lines the State utilizes today? This will help interested vendors design and construct a value added network that is diverse and meets all needs within this RFP.

a. No

5.  Section Appendix C, Route Maps, Page 43, Text of passage being asked: For each proposed route, a printed GIS or CAD map showing route and splice, interconnection and equipment location information is required. **Question:** What format is the State of Delaware using for GIS and CAD? What manufacture and version? i.e. MapInfo, AutoCAD, Microstation, etc.)

   a. Enterprise GIS is Esri, ArcGIS/Server 10.2.2 with database Oracle 12c
   b. CADD is MicroStation v8i SS3 (08.11.09.578).

All other terms and conditions remain the same.